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Shoji Screens and Doors 

Transform that otherwise unused space into a 
unique and elegant room, office or dining area 

Transform that corporate meeting room into a  
vibrant bright me ting room with a hoji 
screen entrance or room divider 

Custom made Elegance, enhancing diffused light, creating 
relaxed living or for commercial premises.  

Shoji Screens & Doors are light weight but strong in their  
joinery construction and can be manufactured to suit very large 
openings.  

Our screens are often used to enhance efficiency of air  
conditioned rooms for heating and cooling.  

A combination of fixed and sliding screens within the opening is 
a popular choice for versatility and access.  

Shoji is made of a timber hardwood frame in Australian  
Tasmanian Oak or New Guinea Rosewood.  

These beautiful timbers have been selected because they 
have the correct grain and density to reproduce the quality of 
the original Shoji screens. 

Shoji screens and panels have many applications - they are 
perfect for use as room dividers or sliding wall partitions, in fact  
in any area of your home or  office.   

A U S T R A L I A N  M A D E  

Custom made screens & doors for your home, office, commercial premises and for  
volume architectural projects; all made 100% in Australia using locally qualified craftspeople  

Artistic, prestigious & versatile, our screens are hand finished, made from quality timbers and come with a variety 
of durable polycarbonate and acrylic infill panels. Natural timber finished in clear, white or black lacquer, stained 
or painted to suit your décor. 

Providing a traditional Japanese feel or a contemporary statement, we install or can supply for you to fit. 

Our screens & doors may be used as room dividers, fixed partitions, or free standing, and in sliding, hinged, cavity 
or bi-fold applications.  

Great product, great service, made to last. 
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